
Sample Lessons for  L2 Teaching Progressions 

Please bring a copy of this document to the L2  5 Training days 
 

1. Introduction to  Wedge Parallel 

 
Intro - Skier Analysis 

• Negotiate a goal – To have skis becoming parallel as the skis come across the fall line & why it’s good ie one 
step closer to parallel, it’s easier to turn skis when parallel, creates more effective speed control which opens 
up more terrain 

• Demonstrate what a Wedge Parallel is and highlight when the skis become parallel 

• Use a Skiing approach(s) to encourage the student to have the skis become parallel using the natural forces of 
skiing. The increase in speed results in the Centre of Gravity (COG) moving slightly inside the Base of Support 
(BOS).Then the skier can balance more effectively towards the outside ski & the inside ski will be flattening. 
A Skiing approach samples- try skiing with a “smaller wedge”, try skiing a “little faster” and see if the skis will 
easily become parallel as they come across the fall line  
Refer back to the goal - is the goal being achieved - check for understanding - is it happening? Some or all of 
the time ? 

• Develop active & precise angulation of the upper body to laterally balance towards the outside ski. 
Exercises to develop this e.g. slide outside hand down front of thigh of outside leg during second half of the 
turn - use VAK.eg. Feel balanced on the inside of the outside foot in second half of the turn. 

• Develop more active rotation of the inside ski -When the students are comfortable with COG moving slightly 
inside the BOS, and balancing the upper body towards outside ski then develop rotation of the inside ski. 
Static exercises - rotation of inside ski (both skis).e.g. centre of inside ski on pole handle and rotate ski from a 
wedge position to parallel Use VAK. Practice inside leg /ski rotation to ensure skis are parallel as they come 
across the fall line .Feeling in the feet as the ski moves from inside edge ( big toe side) to outside edge ( little 
toe side) 

• Blend in vertical movements to aid edge flattening and gripping, lateral balance, rotation of the legs, and give 
rhythm and flow. 
 

• Speed is controlled through turn shape and skidding  

 

2. More Grip in Control Phase/Second Half of the Turn for Advanced Wedge Parallel Skiers  

 
Intro - Skier Analysis 

• Negotiate a goal - getting more grip will allow you to ski faster with more control, allow you to explore more 
terrain, and set you up for a parallel initiation 

• Start with a skiing approach(s)  – while skiing in a flexed athletic stance “ try tipping both skis up in the second 
half of the turn ”, use Visual support for your explanation e.g. drawing of a turn and show where to tip skis up -
“show bases of skis  to outside of the turn in the second half of the turn” and or identify what to feel ie “more 
pressure on the arch/inside of the outside foot ”.  

• Introduce Lateral movement of legs to create a slightly higher edge angle - start from the feet  
Start with a static exercise, on a flatter section of the slope, to add in feelings from the feet as the skis are 
tipped onto a higher edge angle - Use VAK. Then practice the feelings /visuals in linked turns 
Then one body part at a time work up the legs to boot cuffs/lower shins ,knees through to the thighs  
Intersperse static Exercise(s) Use VAK. with lots of guided practice time to develop lateral movement of the 
feet and legs during the second half of the turn. 
Use a visual image focus to reinforce the lateral movement - e.g. pouring water out of boots to the inside of the 
turn, or point headlights (knees) into the turn. Practice each focus area in linked turns Using VAK 

• Review leg rotation-  Highlight that a greater intensity of rotational movement will be required 
Static Exercises to develop intensity of rotation - use VAK e.g. create resistance with ski poles on right sides of 
lower thighs and then on Left Sides of lower thighs – the sides of the thighs correspond with the direction the 
femurs are rotating.  Feel leg muscles working as you try to bend the poles.(Robin Hood exercise (INTENSITY) 

 

• Speed is controlled through turn shape and skidding 



 

3. Introduction to a  Parallel Initiation 

 
Intro - Skier Analysis 

• Negotiate a goal - parallel skiing will allow you to be more comfortable, control speed more effectively and 
open up possibilities to ski steeper, more varied terrain. 
Highlight that students are parallel for nearly the whole turn and you are now only working in the initiation 
phase to have the skis parallel there. To achieve this both skis must be flattening and turning simultaneously ( 
i.e. same TIME / same RATE)  

• Start with a skiing approach(s) - try to start your turn without a wedge 
Using a visual image cue such as “imagine skis are on railway tracks” - To do this both skis must Be flattening 
at the same time 

• Develop understanding of where/when the weight shift starts to occur i.e. during the end of turn completion - 
TIMING 
Use explanations with visual support e.g. drawing a turn and show where the weight shift starts to occur 
Demonstrate linked turns highlighting where the weight shift is starting. Use verbal cues (‘now”) or  visual cues 
(tap top of upcoming outside thigh) Practice in linked turns using one or both of the cues 

• Develop how the body moves to achieve the earlier weight shift  
Explain that the upcoming inside leg flexes slowly as the upcoming outside leg is extending slowly – RATE. 
Slight extension comes mainly from the knee joint while maintaining some flexion- ie not to full range of 
extension  - RANGE 
Static Exercises -Verbally use an Analogy like peddling - add in the muscular tension/ muscular control - like 
peddling a bike uphill - INTENSITY Use flexing and extending arms to visually illustrate this.  
In pairs use palm to palm with some resistance to give an idea of the movements and feelings in the legs/feet- 
highlight that the resistance gives the feeling of more pressure on the palm of the  extending arm. 
Practice in Linked turns  - highlight the feeling of more weight developing on the outside ski earlier  

• Develop the movement of the COG to facilitate re centering ( Fore /Aft) of the COG over the BOS - Explain that 
as the inside leg is more flexed this means that the knee and foot are in front of COG. To re-centre over the 
upcoming outside ski a slight extension mainly from the knee joint moves pressure to centre over the BOS 
Static exercise focusing on that slight extension moves the COG slightly forward to achieve centre over the 
new outside ski  RANGE.  
VAK - Feeling slight increase in shin pressure on the new outside leg .  
Practice in linked turns highlight the feeling of re-centre-ing on the new outside ski and feeling increase shin 
pressure 

• Develop understanding that the weight shift /re-centre-ing combination facilitates simultaneous flattening of 
both skis. 
Use a Skiing approach to highlight the feeling of the skis flattening simultaneously. 

•  Develop simultaneous flattening of the skis - Focus on lateral movement - of the feet/ankles/boots/ knees/   
femurs/ muscles in thighs - use VAK ( see above Q2 but here the lateral movement is earlier into the new turn) 

• Develop simultaneous rotational movement - of both legs i.e. at the same time (TIMING) and at the same 
speed (RATE) . Because the skis are flattening, and seeking the fall line, very little INTENSITY is needed to do 
this   the following static exercises involve very little resistance : 

• Use VAK to reinforce simultaneous rotation of both legs e.g. Use a visual image focus to reinforce the 
rotational movement e.g. turn both arms & hands at the same TIME/RATE to develop understanding of the 
movement required , use boot waves (ie very little resistance), imagine you have lasers coming out of your 
knees and don’t let the laser beams cross. 
Practice in linked turns flattening the skis and turning the skis simultaneously – point the lasers beams into the 
new turn and don’t let the lasers beams cross  
 

• Speed is controlled through turn shape and skidding  
 

 
  



4. Introduction to Pole Swing and Touch 

 
Intro - Skier Analysis 

• Negotiate a goal - by adding in a pole swing and touch it will allow you to add in rhythm and flow, and set you 
up to explore more terrain. (It will also aid all the other movements when used well) 

• Encourage your students to have effective arm carriage, this will help them with the pole swing and touch as 
well as overall effective balance. Practice this in linked turns 

• Demonstrate what a pole swing and touch looks like by demonstrating towards them 

•  Use a Skiing Approach(s) to have students try the pole swing and touch -swing the downhill pole as they come  
across the hill and touch it as they are starting the turn – this could be done with just the swing and no touch 

• How to Hold the Poles – use a Static Exercise  to Teach your students “How” to hold the poles  

• How To Swing the Poles -to do this on both sides – focus on downhill pole statically and then in a traverse - 
swing and touch several times in a traverse. ( Active Exercise ) then repeat Static and Active Exercises on the 
‘other’ downhill side . 
Ensure that after the pole touch that arm and hand maintains effective arm carriage. Practice in linked turns 

• Develop “How” to swing the poles Use VAK- the Pole swing is gradual and requires muscular control – using a 
static exercise create a little resistance with your hand/pole  as the students practice the pole swing. 
Practice in linked turns 

• “Where” to touch the pole – use a Static Exercise to Teach  “Where” to touch the pole - it is always to the 
downhill side. Using a visual focus - draw a box/triangle/semicircle drawn next to the skis gives students a 
good reference for where to touch in relationship to slope and the skis. Practice in linked turns 

• Develop “When” to touch the pole - as the skis are flattening - VAK ...feel the skis flattening /listen for when the 
skis are quietest. Practice in linked turns 

• Develop the idea of a pole swing to prepare for the pole touch. Swing slowly starting around the middle of the 
control phase. This pole preparation enhances lateral balance towards the outside ski. To develop this use an 
Active Exercise such as an outside pole drag to a pole swing and touch. 

• Introduce use of rhythm to enhance the pole swing & touch as well as overall flow e.g. use counting/breathing 
 
5  Introduction to Versatility of Turns 

 

• Intro - Skier Analysis 

• Negotiate a goal - now it is time to go exploring more terrain, different size and shaped turns will help us do this in 
control.  

• Use a Skiing approach(s) - have students to follow you and make the turns gradually slightly smaller or larger 
depending on terrain.  

• Develop RATE of rotation understanding  - explain the importance of the rate of rotation and how it affects the 
size of the turns 
Ski with the focus on maintaining a smaller corridor using a faster rate of rotation of the legs.  
Create a visual corridor using the fall line /object in the fall line to make same size turns ( size depending on 
terrain) to one side of the line and then to the other. 

• Develop the ability to change the RATE of leg rotation – use counting where the tempo of the counting 
changes for different turn sizes- Focus on VAK   - Practice in linked turns 

• How edge angle can affect turn shape -Develop students awareness of, less angle easier to rotate, more angle 
harder 
Use static Exercises to show the differences in ease of rotation and the more or less muscular effort required  

• Develop students’ INTENSITY of rotational movements of the legs –Focus on VAK (see Q2 for exercises) 

• Emphasize that speed and direction control is achieved through turn shape no matter the size of the turn 

• Develop rhythm for consistent turn size – eg counting, timing of pole swing and touch ,focus on rate of vertical 
movements  

• Develop an awareness of different durations in different phases creates different turn shapes which allows 
skiers to negotiate differing width of runs, traffic and obstacles 

• Lateral Balance – ensure students’ ability and timing to balance actively towards the outside ski 

• Use upper body stability drills to remain stable and help with rhythm and flow 



 
6.  Advanced Parallel Turns  

Intro - Skier Analysis 
  

• Negotiate a goal  - Increase the edge angle during the turn so that you can gain more control skiing faster and 
utilize ski design more.  

• Start with a skiing approach(s) - encourage the students to ski a little faster, while keeping a round turn shape 
(easiest to do this in a medium radius turn) and try to feel for the edges of the skis earlier than before – ie during 
the initiation 

• Engaging the edges earlier in the turn: 

• Develop an understanding that engaging the edges earlier will enable moving the COG further inside the BOS 
during the middle of the Control phase than it was before. This move will increase edge angle further which 
facilitates use of the ski design to shape the turn and control speed . 

• Use a drawing and demo to show where the earlier edge engagement occurs. Show where the COG moves 
further inside the BOS - explain that the Skis will be on a higher edge angle than they were before during the 
control phase .Explain and show that the BOS will come back underneath/ back towards the COG during 
second half of control and completion phases. 

• Develop Earlier Edge engagement- Encourage the students to feel the arch of their foot - inside edge of outside 
ski - use VAK. Highlight “where” this should happen-  during the initiation - use VAK 

• Intersperse static Exercise(s) with lots of guided practice time to develop lateral movement of the feet and 
legs during initiation - work your way up the lower body (use  VAK) ( see above Q2 for exercises) 

• Develop understanding of where/when the weight shift starts -To achieve an earlier edge engagement -  the 
weight shift starts to occur during the middle of turn completion – TIMING 

• Encourage the students to weight shift to the new outside ski earlier, firstly feeling for the little toe of the 
upcoming outside ski before rolling to the inside edge.  

• Practice in linked turns- the feeling of starting weight shift to little toe side of upcoming outside foot 

• Use lateral movement of the feet and legs (rolling from outside edge to inside edge) feel rolling from little toe to 
big toe side of upcoming outside foot to develop an earlier edge engagement – during the initiation 

• Blend together the earlier weight shift and the lateral movement (use VAK) Practice in linked turns. 

• Develop moving the COG further inside the BOS during the control phase – focus on increasing flexion of the 
inside leg throughout the turn. The edge angle increases until the desired amount of ski performance and 
direction is achieved.  
Demonstrate towards and away from Students highlighting where the COG Is the most inside the BOS  

• Practice in linked turns with the focus that the skis are on a higher edge angle during the control phase . 
Feel the skis gripping and pressure increasing on the inside sides of the feet  

• Pressure Release through completion -Develop an understanding that the pressure needs to be released 
through turn completion this will allow the Skis (BOS) to come back to the COG– focus on continued flexion of 
both legs from the end of the control phase through to turn completion . 

• Intensity of Lateral movements - Because  the skis are on a higher edge angle more muscular effort will be 
required to continue shaping the turn - Develop students’ INTENSITY of lateral movements of the legs –Focus 
on VAK (see Q2 for exercises) 

• Lateral Balance -Ensure that the upper body remains stable as the legs incline into the new turn. 
 

• Speed is now more controlled using Turn shape than it was before (there will be less skidding aiding speed 
control) 
  

  



Ski Level 2 – Teaching Assignment Starting Points 

1. Your students are making strong Wedge turns introduce Wedge Parallel turns to them. 

2. Your students are making Advanced Wedge Parallel turns, with the skis becoming parallel above the fall 
line. Develop their skiing so that they have more edge control during the second half of their turns. 

3. Your students are making Advanced Wedge Parallel turns introduce Basic Parallel turns to them. 

4. Your students are making Basic Parallel turns. Improve the timing and rhythm of their skiing by introducing 
a pole touch to them. 

5. Your Students are making Basic Parallel turns with a pole touch. Teach them how to vary the shape and size 
of their turns, so they can ski more groomed terrain confidently and safely. 

6.  Your students are using a pole touch with their Basic Parallel turns introduce Advanced Parallel turns to 
them 
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